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Ac susceptibility study of a magnetite magnetic fluid 

O.E. Ayala-Valenzuela, J.A. Matutes-Aquino, J.T. Elizalde Galindo and C. E. Botez.  

Abstract 

Magnetite nanometric powder was synthesized from metal salts using a 

coprecipitation technique. The powders were used to produce magnetic fluid via a 

peptization method, with hydrocarbon Isopar M as liquid carrier and oleic acid as 

surfactant. The complex magnetic susceptibility X=X’+iX’’ was measured as a function 

of temperature T in steps of 2.5 K from 3 to 298 K for frequencies ranging from f =10 to 

10 000 Hz. The magnetic fluid real and imaginary components of the ac susceptibility 

show a prominent maximum at temperatures that increase with the measuring 

frequency, which is attributed to a spin-glass-like behavior. The peak temperature Tp1 of 

X’’ depends on f following the Vogel–Fulcher law f = f0 exp[E/kB(Tp1−T0)], where f0 and E 

are positive constants and T0 is a parameter related to particle interactions. There is 

another kind of peak temperature, Tp2, in the loss factor tan S=X’’ / X’ which is related to 

a magnetic aftereffect. The peak temperature Tp2 is far less than Tp1 and shows an 

Arrhenius-type dependence on f.  

Introduction  

Magnetic fluids are systems with multiple technical applications (in rotating shaft 

sealing and loudspeakers) and biomedical applications (in hyperthermia and magnetic 

drug delivery). From the basic and applied viewpoints, it is important to understand the 

physical behavior of magnetic fluids in the frozen and liquid states.  

In this work we describe the fabrication route of a magnetite-based magnetic fluid 

and discuss its magnetic and structural characterization with emphasis on the 
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temperature and frequency dependence of ac susceptibility in the frozen state. The 

magnetite nanoparticles were synthesized by coprecipitation. Magnetite is a cubic 

inverse spinel where the two cations are iron with different valence states. Magnetite 

have a Verwey transition temperature TV=120 K where electron hopping ceases and the 

ferrous ions order in pairs and symmetry is reduced from cubic to triclinic.1 The 

magnetitebased magnetic fluid was prepared by a peptization method with Isopar M as 

liquid carrier and oleic acid as surfactant. The Isopar M–based magnetic fluid freezes at 

about FP =215 K (the pouring point of Isopar M).  

It is well known that if the interaction of the magnetic dipoles of atoms is not 

strong enough to create a ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic state but are strong 

enough compared with the paramagnetic atoms, the material shows a spin-glass state 

and the complex magnetic susceptibility shows a cusp as a function of temperature and 

the peak temperature obeys the Vogel–Fulcher law.2 It was proposed that the peak 

temperature in the frozen state is connected with the relaxation time according to the 

Vogel–Fulcher law.3 On the other hand, if a magnetic material shows a magnetic 

aftereffect in an ac external magnetic field, the magnetization has a phase lag and the 

loss factor is expressed by4,5  

 

When one plots X’’ / X’ instead of X’’ as a function of temperature, the main 

peaks of X’’ in the frozen state disappear and one obtains only the peaks corresponding 

to the shoulders of X’’ as function of T. These new peaks are related to magnetic 

aftereffects. The physical origin of the aftereffect peaks could be Néel relaxation of 
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nanoparticles or disaccommodation in ferrites. In the former the peak temperatures 

should change with dilution of nanoparticles in the magnetic fluid, while in the latter they 

should not change, being a characteristic of colloidal particles. One proposed theory of 

disaccommodation is electron hopping between Fe2+ and Fe3+, and other is related to 

vacancies in ferrites. Finally, ac susceptibility peaks in melted magnetic fluids may be 

related to Brown relaxation of the whole nanoparticles.  

Experimental 

Magnetite nanoparticles were synthesized by chemical coprecipitation from 

reagent grade chemicals, namely, FeCl3·6H2O, FeCl2·4H2O, and NH4OH. 

Stoichiometric ratops (1:2) (Fe+2 , Fe+3 ) at 0.1 M solutions were mixed and heated at 

343 K with continuous stirring. A black precipitate was obtained after the rapid addition 

of NH4OH at 10%. A peptization process at 353 K with continuous stirring at 1000 rpm 

was used to synthesize the magnetic fluid. For the magnetic fluid the liquid carrier was 

Isopar M while the surfactant was oleic acid.  
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The magnetization curves of the magnetic nanoparticles and fluid were measured 

using a VSM LDJ Electronics model 9600 at room temperature. The complex magnetic 

susceptibility X =X’+X’’ of the magnetic fluid was measured as a function of temperature 

T in steps of 2.5 K from 3 to 298 K for frequencies ranging from f =10 to 10 000 Hz in a 

Quantum Design physical property measurement system.  

Results and discussion 

Figure 1 shows the x-ray diffraction pattern of magnetite nanoparticles, showing 

line broadening typical of nanometric size particles. Figure 2(a) shows the 

superparamagnetic reversible magnetization curve of the magnetite nanoparticles with a 

specific magnetization of about 53 emu/g for a applied field of 10 000 Oe. This magnetic 

field value is insufficient to saturate the powder.  

Figure 2(b) shows the superparamagnetic reversible magnetization curve of the 

magnetic fluid. The specific magnetization is about 5.7 emu/g for an applied field of 10 

000 Oe, which is about nine times lower than the corresponding value for the powder, 

reflecting the dilution degree of the magnetic nanoparticles in the fluid.  
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Figure 3 shows the real and imaginary components of ac magnetic susceptibility 

of the magnetite magnetic fluid as a function of temperature for several measuring 

frequencies. The maxima of the real and imaginary components of susceptibility move 
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to higher temperatures as the measuring frequency increases. The maximum values of 

the real component decrease as measuring frequency increases because it is more 

difficult for the particle magnetization to follow the field changes as the applied field 

frequency increases. On the other hand, the maximum values of the imaginary 

component of susceptibility increase as measuring frequency increases because the 

energy losses are greater. The imaginary component of susceptibility shows a shoulder 

at a temperature lower than the temperature of the maximum. Above the Isopar M 

pouring point, in the ac susceptibility curves can be observed some small amplitude 

maxima probably related to Brown relaxation of the whole magnetic nanoparticles when 

the magnetic fluid is already in the liquid state.  

 

Figure 4(a) shows the imaginary component of susceptibility as a function of 

temperature for a measuring frequency of 10 Hz. It shows a maximum and a shoulder at 
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lower temperature. A similar behavior is observed for other measuring frequencies. We 

have associated the maxima in X’’ with a spin-glass-like behavior following a Vogel–

Fulcher law with T0=40.6 K as shown in Fig. 4(b).6,7 In the case of an ensemble of 

superparamagnetic noninteracting uniaxial particles, without an applied magnetic field, 

the Néel relaxation equation T =T0 exp(KV/kBT) with T0~10−9 s can be used to determine 

the relaxation time, where KV is the anisotropy barrier. In the case of an ensemble of 

interacting particles, an additional interaction energy barrier should be included. This 

leads to a Vogel–Fulcher law that when expressed in measurement frequency f and 

peak temperature Tp1 looks like f = f0 exp�KV/kB[Tp1−T0]), where the parameter T0 

increases with interaction strength. This relation is only valid when T0<<TK, where 

TK=(KV/kB). In the opposite case of strong coupling a similar expression can be applied 

again provided that the particle volume V is replaced by a temperature dependent 

effective volume and the anisotropy constant K is replaced by an effective value to 

account for the interacting effect.8–11  

As can be seen from Fig. 5(a), for a measuring frequency of 10 Hz, the shoulder 

becomes a maximum when we plot the relation X’’ /X’, instead of X’’, as a function of 

temperature. In this case the peak temperature Tp2 is 45 K. A similar behavior is found 

for other measuring frequencies. We have associated the maxima in X’’ /X’ with a 

magnetic aftereffect, where the ratio XX’’ / X’ is equal to the loss factor.4 Figure 5(b) 

shows an Arrhenius-type law between the period of the measuring frequency and the 

temperature Tp2.  

Conclusions  
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The ac susceptibility real and imaginary components of a 10 nm magnetite-based 

magnetic fluid show maxima that move to higher temperatures as the measuring 

frequency increases. The real (imaginary) component maximum decreases (increases) 

as the measuring frequency increases due to magnetization inertia and loss effect. The 

magnetite frozen magnetic fluid shows spin-glass-like behavior following the Vogel–

Fulcher law with an interaction parameter T0 =40.6 K, and aftereffect peaks that could 

be fitted with an Arrhenius-type law. The physical origin of the aftereffect peak could be 

either Néel relaxation of nanoparticles or disaccommodation in ferrite itself. Above the 

Isopar M pouring point in the ac susceptibility curves there are some small amplitude 

maxima probably related to Brown relaxation of the whole magnetic nanoparticles 

already in the liquid state.  
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